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• FMLA Overview

• FMLA and Group Health Plan Coverage

• Other Laws

• Questions



FMLA Overview
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FMLA Leave Basics
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• Requires Covered Employers to provide Eligible Employees up to 

12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave per year 

• Leave must be for reasons required by law (Covered Reasons)

• Employers and employees have specific rights and remedies 

under the FMLA

• The FMLA provides specific rules for group health benefits 

coverage

• Employers must generally restore employees to their position or 

equivalent position upon return from FMLA leave



Covered Employers
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• Non-governmental entities are covered if they employ 50 or more 

employees in 20 or more work weeks during the current or previous 

calendar year (work weeks need not be consecutive)

– Employees includes full-time, part-time, seasonal, and temporary

– Employees who work for two businesses (joint employers) are counted by 

both employers 

Example:  An employer met the 50 employees in 20 work weeks test as of September 1, 2018.  

The employer then dropped below 50 employees and continued to employ fewer than 50 

employees throughout 2019.  This employer would continue to be covered throughout calendar 

year 2019 because it met the coverage criteria for 20 work weeks in 2018 (the previous calendar 
year) but will stop being a covered employer as of January 1, 2020.

• Governmental and Public Educational Agencies are covered employers 

regardless of the number of employees



Eligible Employees – Two Parts

 Does the employee work for a Covered 

Employer?

 Does the employer work at a Covered 

Worksite? 

1.  
Is the employee eligible…?

 Has the employee worked for the employer 

for 12 months? (not required to be 

consecutive)

NOTE:  If break in service of 7 or more 

years, previous time does not count unless 

break is USERRA or required by CBA

 Has the employee worked 1,250 hours of 

service in the 12 months immediately 

preceding the start of an FMLA leave?

 Does the employee have leave left?

2. 
At the time FMLA is requested? 

A location is a Covered Worksite 

if there are 50 employees within a 

75-mile radius (as the crow flies)?   

For employees that work from 

home, the worksite is the office to 

which they report or receive 

assignments.



Covered Reasons
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1. Birth of a child and to take care of newborn, including prenatal care and  

bonding time

2. Placement of a child for adoption or foster care

3. To care for an immediate family member with a serious health condition

4. Employee’s own serious health condition

5. Qualifying exigent circumstances (a covered service member has been 

notified of an impending call to active duty) 

6. To care for a covered service member's serious injury or illness (a/k/a 

“military caregiver leave”)



Serious Health Condition
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1. Illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition; 

2. Requires inpatient care or continuing treatment by a health care 

provider; and

3. Involves more than three days of incapacity.

Burden is on the employer to determine 

if condition is FMLA qualified.



Family Members
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• Spouse – Legal spouses, includes same-sex spouses 

• Parents

– Biological, adoptive, step or foster mother or father or any individual that 

stood in loco parentis

– Does not include in-laws

• Son or Daughter

– Biological, adopted or foster child

– Step child, a legal ward or the child of a person standing in loco parentis

– Must be under 18, unless the child is incapable of self care because a 

physical or mental disability at the time the FMLA leave begins

Notice that domestic 

partners are missing.!



FMLA Leave Year

Employer must designate 12-month “leave year”

Calendar Year

Allows for leave 
stacking

January 1 to 
December 31

Any Fixed 12 
Month Period 

Allows for leave 
stacking

Employer 
determines (fiscal 
year or employee

date of hire) 

Rolling 
Forward

Does not allow for 
leave stacking

12-month period 
set at the first day 

of leave rolling 
forward

Rolling 
Backward

Does not allow for 
leave stacking

12-month period 
rolling backward 
from leave date



Different Leave Year, Different Results 
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Employee requests leave in two years 
• Calendar Year – Both leave requests are granted

– First leave: 9.1.2018 – 11.1.2018 (8 weeks)

– Second leave: 3.1.2019 – 6.1.2019 (12 weeks)



Different Leave Year, Different Results 
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Employee requests leave in two years
• Rolling Forward – Only 4 weeks of 2nd leave qualifies as FMLA

– First leave: 9.1.2018 – 11.1.2018 (8 weeks)

– Second leave: 3.1.2019 – 6.1.2019 (12 weeks)

9/1 9/1

Second Leave 

Request

12 Weeks

September 

2019

3/1

First Leave 

Request

8 Weeks

3/1

September 

2018

11/1 6/1



Different Leave Year, Different Results 
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Employee requests leave in two years
• Rolling Backward – Only 4 weeks of 2nd leave qualifies as FMLA

– First leave: 9.1.2018 – 11.1.2018 (8 weeks)

– Second leave: 3.1.2019 – 6.1.2019 (12 weeks)



Intermittent Leave 
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• Employers have to allow intermittent or reduced schedule leave under 
certain circumstances 

– Medical need for such leave 

– Qualifying exigencies (military leave)

– Not required for birth or adoptions, but employer may agree to it

• Employees must make a reasonable effort to schedule leave to not disrupt 
operations

• An employee that needs intermittent leave/reduced schedule based on a 
planned medical need can be transferred to alternative position but must be 
restored to former position when intermittent leave no longer needed 

Example: Leave for newborn well-care appointments are not 

FMLA-protected but could be allowed by employer.



Notice and Request for Leave Requirements
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• Employers must provide notification about FMLA rights

– Poster (we also recommend including in new hire packets)

– A description of how the FMLA may affect benefits should also appear or be 
incorporated in summary plan description material

• Employees must generally request FMLA leave

– What qualifies as a request is very broad

– Employers have 5 days to determine if a request is FMLA qualified (can be tolled if 
additional information needed)

• An employer can require leave to count against FMLA leave time if it can 
be qualified as FMLA leave and/or the use of accrued paid leave during 
the FMLA leave period (must be specified in leave policy)  

• An employer does not have to use the Department of Labor’s model 
notices, but you should…

https://www.dol.gov/whd/fmla/posters.htm
https://www.dol.gov/whd/fmla/forms.htm


Restoration and Reinstatement
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• Employers are generally required to restore an employee returning from FMLA to 

the same or equivalent position they held before the leave began

– Employee must generally be treated as having never been on leave for the purposes of 

accruing benefits, etc.

– Very limited exceptions to restoration of employment

• An employee returning with an impairment or disability may have rights under the 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or other law (addressed in greater detail 

later)

– An accommodation may be required unless an employer can demonstrate significant 

hardship

– Beware the interactive process requirements and do not casually decide nothing can be 

done

• Benefits should be reinstated or COBRA if no return (more on this later)



The Enforcement Process
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• Penalties for failing to post or provide a required notice - $166 

each

• Subject to Lawsuits

– Interference claims

– Retaliation claims

• Liable for compensation and benefits lost, monetary losses, and 

appropriate equitable relief, including reinstatement (via lawsuit 

or agency action)



FMLA and Group 

Health Plan Coverage
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Maintaining Group Health Plan (GHP) Coverage
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• The FMLA requires employers to continue to provide GHP coverage to 
employees on FMLA leave on the same terms as active employees

– Employees can continue coverage at active employee rates

– Employees have the option to drop GHP coverage during the leave

– An employer can require employees to keep GHP coverage during leave (but 

only using the catch-up payment method described later)

– The employee is entitled to the same offerings and/or changes to GHP benefits 

as active employees

• Covered employer has no obligation to continue non-GHP benefits (e.g. 

Life, disability, AD&D, DCFSA, HSA)



Premiums – Payment Rules
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• Employer must provide advance written notice of the terms and 

conditions in which payments must be made

• Concurrent with paid leave – FMLA leave is often concurrent with paid 

leave for all or a part of the FMLA leave period (paid disability, PTO, sick 

leave, or even Workers’ Compensation)

– If pay received through payroll, deductions can be taken as normal

– If pay received through an insurance carrier, can make arrangements to 

receive contributions 

• Unpaid leave – The FMLA provides for 3 payment options, but 

payment must be consistent with employer’s approach for other 

unpaid leave unless impermissible under FMLA



FMLA Leave Benefit Payment Options

1 2 3

Pay as 

you go

Catch-Up Pre-Pay



Pay-as-You-Go
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• Employee pays GHP contributions in installments 
during leave

• Employer can require contributions when normally 
due or can use COBRA-like approach

• Contributions will be after-tax for individuals on 
unpaid leave or if paid leave not available as regular 
compensation

• Contributions can be pre-tax if concurrent with paid 
leave and pay available as compensation (pay-as-
you-go is default when this is true)

• If an employee misses a payment, the employer may 
pay the premiums and recover when the employee 
returns using the catch-up method

This approach 

poses the least risk 

of loss to employers 

but is the least 

employee-friendly if 

the FMLA leave 

does not run 

concurrent with a 

form of paid leave.



Catch-Up
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• Employer covers the GHP contributions during an 
employee’s FMLA leave

• Employee makes catch-up salary reduction 
contributions to cover the unpaid premiums during 
leave (allows for pre-tax contributions)

– We recommend the employer’s policy spread the repayment 
over two to four payroll periods to avoid hardship

– This method also comes into play if an employee does not 
pay contributions under one of the other methods as initially 
agreed and employer continues coverage

• If FMLA leave straddles 2 cafeteria plan years, 
employee can use pre-tax salary reductions from 
compensation received in year 2 to pay 
contributions from Year 1

This approach 

poses the greatest 

risk of loss to 

employers but is the 

most employee-

friendly.



Pre-payment
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• Employee pays for contributions during leave 

period in advance through one or more additional 

contributions from compensation before leave 

begins

• This method allows for pre-tax contributions

• If FMLA leave straddles 2 cafeteria plan years, 

employee cannot use the prepayment method to 

pay for coverage in Year 2 with compensation 

from Year 1 (IRS views as impermissible)

• Pre-payment cannot be the only payment option 

offered by an employer

This approach 

appears to be 

friendly to both 

employers and 

employees, but the 

need for prior 

planning often 

makes this approach 

impractical, and it is 

the least used even 

when enabled.



The FMLA and Health FSAs
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• Health FSAs are treated the same as other medical coverage

– Elect one of the premium payment options or

– Revoke coverage during FMLA leave, but claims and expenses 

incurred during FMLA leave are NOT reimbursable

• Two options when reinstating coverage upon return (shown as 

examples below)

Example: Employee elected $1,200 for medical FSA and took leave in March, April, and May:

1. Reinstate full $1,200 election and divide the $900 that needs to be funded by the remaining 

pay periods in the year

2. Reinstate the FSA but modify annual election to $900.  In other words, the $300 for March, 

April, and May drops out.



Employee Failure to Pay While on Leave
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• Employer’s obligation to maintain GHP coverage stops if 

employee’s payment is more than 30 days late if certain steps 

followed

– Employer must mail written notice to the employee that the payment has not 

been received at least 15 days before coverage is to terminate

– Notice must state that coverage will be dropped on a specified date at least 

15 days after the date of the letter unless the payment has been received by 

that date

• Employer must still reinstate coverage back to where it was 

before employee took FMLA leave on the date of return



Employee Failure to Return to Work
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• Premiums are considered a debt owed to the employer

• Employer is still responsible for employee’s claims incurred while 

on FMLA leave when GHP coverage continued

• Employer may recover premiums if it does not violate federal or 

state payday laws unless the employee’s return is prevented for 

certain serious health conditions

• Employer may bring legal action against the former employee

– Former employee may not be “collectable” or effort may not be worth 

expense

– Employer can write this off as a bad debt expense



COBRA
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• A COBRA qualifying event occurs on the earlier of:

1. the date the employee notifies the employer he or she will not 

return; or 

2. The date the FMLA leave ends if the employee fails to return

• This is the COBRA qualifying event date even if the employee 

discontinued coverage while on FMLA leave

• An offer of COBRA may NOT be conditioned on reimbursement 

of employer-paid premiums during the FMLA leave period



Other Laws
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FMLA and Disabilities
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• Employees may be entitled to medical and/or disability-related leave under 

FMLA, State FMLA, the ADA, and/or state Workers' Compensation (WC) laws 

• If employee is covered by federal and state leave laws, employee gets the 

greater benefit or more generous rights provided under the different parts of 

each law

• Again, beware the ADA’s interactive process requirements…

Example: WC injury that requires hospitalization or incapacitates an employee for more 

than 3 days and requires continuing treatment by a healthcare provider generally 

qualifies as a serious health condition under the FMLA.  If the injury causes a permanent 

mental or physical impairment that substantially limits a major life activity, that same 

employee could be entitled to additional leave as a reasonable accommodation under 

the ADA.



Affordable Care Act Employer Shared Responsibility
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• Monthly Measurement Method for determining full-time employee (FTE) 

status

– When concurrent with paid leave, an employee earns hours of service for 

FTE determinations

– Unpaid FMLA leave does not count as hours of service for FTE 

determinations

• The Look-back Measurement Method does take FMLA leave into 

account for FTE determinations

– If an employee is on FMLA leave during a stability period for which he was 

full-time, coverage continues

– One of two averaging methods must be used to account for time spent on 

FMLA leave 



Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
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• Created a new general business tax credit for certain businesses that grant their 

qualifying employees paid family and medical leave in 2018 and 2019

• To be eligible, the Employer must have a written policy that:

– Covers all “qualifying” full-time employees

– Provides at least 2 weeks of annual paid FML for full-time qualifying 

employees 

– Provides a prorated amount of leave for each part-time qualifying employee 

– Provides leave pay for at least 50% of the wages normally paid to an 

employee

– Includes language providing “non-interference” protections

• Does not take into account State or local paid leave



A Word About State and Local Paid Leave Laws
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• Paid sick leave

– These can often be addressed through a modification of an employer’s 

existing PTO or sick leave policy

– Typically affect eligibility and accrual but may also expand on the reasons 

sick leave can be taken (not relevant for a true PTO policy)

• Paid family leave

– When an individual takes FMLA leave for himself or herself, a paid 

concurrent leave is often available (e.g. disability)

– State and local paid family leave laws tend to mimic this by providing paid 

leave rights for leaves that may qualify as FMLA leave taken to care for 

someone else

• These are RAPIDLY proliferating



Questions?
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